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Dyneins are microtubule-based molecular motors that provide forces for various motility processes in eukaryotic cells
(1– 4). The dynein superfamily proteins are divided into two
major classes based on their distinct cellular functions. Cytoplasmic dyneins are involved in membrane-bound organelle
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transport, Golgi localization, spindle formation and orientation, and nuclear localization. Axonemal dyneins are largely
responsible for providing motive force for ciliary and flagellar
beating. All known dyneins contain multiple subunits, and the
complexes have molecular masses of ⬎1 MDa. Typically each
dynein contains two or three heavy chains, each with molecular
mass ⬃500 kDa (the globular heads of heavy chains contain
ATPase activity); two or more intermediate chains (molecular
mass, 70 – 80 kDa) that are apparently involved in attachment
of the motor to some of its cargoes; and several light chains
(molecular mass, 8 –22 kDa) of which the precise functions are
still largely unknown (1– 4). Cytoplasmic dyneins also contain
multiple copies of light intermediate chains that are distantly
related to ABC transporters (5, 6).
The 8-kDa light chain of dynein (DLC8)1 is the smallest
subunit in the motor complex. DLC8 was originally identified
as a light chain of Chlamydomonas outer arm axonemal dynein
(7, 8). The protein was subsequently shown to be a stoichiometric component of cytoplasmic dyneins (9) and actin-based motor
myosin V (10, 11). DLC8 exists as a dimer under physiological
conditions (10). Cellular fractionation of mammalian brain extracts revealed that only a minor fraction of DLC8 exists as a
dynein-bound form, and the majority of the protein is not
associated with microtubules (9). The extremely high amino
acid sequence conservation throughout evolution and the existence of multiple pools of the protein suggest that DLC8 may
be involved in conserved functions in various biological processes. Indeed a growing number of proteins have been identified to interact with DLC8, and these DLC8-binding proteins
are apparently involved in diverse biological processes. For
example, DLC8 was found to specifically interact with neuronal
nitric-oxide synthase (12, 13), proapoptotic Bcl-2 family protein
Bim and Bmf (14, 15), mRNA localization protein Swallow (16),
and postsynaptic scaffold proteins GKAP and gephyrin (17, 18).
Structural studies showed that the DLC8 dimer contains two
symmetric target-binding channels (19, 20). DLC8-binding domains are confined to a short stretch of continuous peptide
fragment of less than 15 amino acid residues (13, 21, 22). Upon
complex formation, a DLC8-bound peptide assumes a ␤-strand
structure and augments the antiparallel ␤-sheet of DLC8 by
pairing with the ␤2-strand of the protein (19, 20). In Drosophila, partial mutation of DLC8 gene leads to defects in fly’s
bristle and wing development, female sterility, and abnormal
sensory axon projections; total loss-of-function mutations are
lethal due to apoptosis (23, 24). Mutation of DLC8 in Aspergillus nidulans inhibits nuclear migration (25). Disruption of the
1
The abbreviations used are: DLC8, 8-kDa light chain of dynein;
HSQC, heteronuclear single quantum correlation; GST, glutathione
S-transferase; NOE, nuclear Overhauser effect; NOESY, NOE spectroscopy; TOSCY, total correlation spectroscopy; r.m.s., root mean square.
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The 8-kDa light chain of dynein (DLC8) is ubiquitously
expressed in various cell types. Other than serving as a
light chain of the dynein complexes, this highly conserved protein has been shown to bind a larger number
of proteins with diverse biological functions. DLC8
forms a homodimer via three-dimensional domain swapping of an internal ␤-strand (the ␤2-strand) at neutral
pH. The protein undergoes non-reversible dimer-tomonomer dissociation when the pH value of the protein
solution decreases. The three-dimensional structure of
the DLC8 monomer determined by NMR spectroscopy at
pH 3.0 showed that the protein is well folded. The major
conformational change accompanied by dimer dissociation is in the ␤2-strand of the protein, which undergoes
transition from a ␤-strand to a nascent ␣-helix. The monomer form of DLC8 is not capable of binding to target
proteins. Insertion of two flexible amino acid residues in
the tight ␤1/␤2-loop dramatically stabilized the monomer conformation of the protein. NMR studies showed
that the mutation altered the conformation as well as
the three-dimensional domain swapping-mediated assembly of the DLC8 dimer. The mutant DLC8 was unable
to bind to its targets even at physiological pH. The threedimensional structure of the mutant protein in its monomeric form provides the structural basis of the mutation-induced stabilization of the monomer conformation. Based on the experimental data, we conclude that
the formation of the ␤2-strand swapping-mediated
dimer is mandatory for the structure and function of
DLC8. We further note that the DLC8 dimer represents a
novel mode of three-dimensional domain swapping.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation—The recombinant rat DLC8b was expressed,
purified, and isotope-labeled with essentially identical methods as
those described in our previous studies of DLC8a (20, 26). The mutants
of DLC8b used in this study were generated by standard PCR-based
techniques.
All NMR samples were dissolved in 90% H2O, 10% D2O or 99.99%
D2O. To obtain pure monomeric DLC8b, the sample pH was adjusted to
3.0. The concentrations of the DLC8b monomer of the NMR samples for
structural determination were ⬃1.0 mM. The concentrations of the
NMR samples for 1H,15N HSQC-based pH titrations and target peptide
binding experiments were in the range of 0.3– 0.5 mM.
Pull-down Binding Assay—Direct interaction between DLC8b and
GST-fused proteins were assayed in the phosphate-buffered saline (pH
7.5). An equal molar amount of DLC8 and one of the GST fusion
proteins (0.6 nmol each) were mixed in 100 l of the assay buffer. The
GST fusion protein-DLC8b complexes were pelleted by 30 l of a slurry
of GSH-Sepharose beads. The pellets were washed three times with 0.5
ml of the assay buffer and subsequently boiled with 30 l of 2⫻ SDSPAGE sample buffer. The intensity of the DLC8b band on SDS-polyacrylamide gels was used to judge the strength of the interaction between DLC8b and its target proteins.
Analytical Gel Filtration Chromatography—The molecular masses of
various forms of DLC8b at different pH values were determined by
analytical gel filtration chromatography using a Superose 12 column
(Amersham Biosciences).
NMR Spectroscopy—All NMR experiments were carried out at 30 °C
on Varian Inova 500 and 750 MHz spectrometers. NMR spectra were
processed with the NMRpipe software package (27) and analyzed with
PIPP (28) and Sparky. Sequential backbone resonance assignment of
the DLC8b monomer was obtained by standard heteronuclear correlation experiments including HNCACB, CBCA(CO)NH, and HNCO and
confirmed by a three-dimensional 15N-separated NOESY experiment
(29 –31). The non-aromatic non-exchangeable side chain assignments
were obtained using an HCCH-TOCSY experiment. The side chains of
the aromatics were assigned by 1H two-dimensional TOCSY and
NOESY experiments with an unlabeled DLC8b sample in D2O (32).
Structural Calculation—The interproton distance restraints were
derived from NOESY spectra (a 1H two-dimensional homonuclear
NOESY, a 15N-separated NOESY, and a 13C-separated NOESY for the
wild type DLC8b). NOEs were grouped into three distance ranges:
1.8 –2.7 Å (1.8 –2.9 Å for NOEs involving HN protons), 1.8 –3.3 Å (1.8 –
3.5 Å for NOEs involving HN protons), and 1.8 –5.0 Å, corresponding to
strong, medium, and weak NOEs. Hydrogen bond restraints (two per

hydrogen bond where rNH-O ⫽ 1.8 –2.2 Å and rN-O ⫽ 2.2–3.3 Å) were
generated by a combination of the standard secondary structure of the
protein based on NOE patterns and backbone secondary chemical
shifts. Backbone dihedral angle restraints ( and  angles) were derived from the backbone chemical shift analysis program TALOS (33).
Structures were calculated using the program CNS (34). The calculated
structures were assessed with PROCHECK-NMR (35). The figures
were generated using MOLMOL (36), MOLSCRIPT (37), Raster3D (38),
and GRASP (39).
Protein Data Bank Coordinates—The coordinates of the DLC8b monomer and the DLC8bInsSG monomer structures have been deposited in
the Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics Protein Data
Bank (accession code 1PWJ and 1PWK, respectively) with the designation of immediate release upon publication (HPUB).
RESULTS

pH-dependent Dissociation of DLC8b—It has been well characterized that DLC8a exists as a homodimer at the physiological pH, and the two monomers of DLC8a form a domainswapped dimer by exchanging the ␤2-strands (19, 20). Due to
the extreme high amino acid homology between the two dynein
light chains, DLC8b exists as a dimer with the structure nearly
identical to that of DLC8a at pH 7.0 (data not shown). Similar
to what was observed in DLC8a (19, 20, 40), DLC8b also displays a pH-dependent dimer-monomer equilibrium. At pH 7.0,
DLC8b is entirely dimeric (Fig. 1, A and B). When the pH value
of the protein solution decreases, the monomeric population of
DLC8b gradually increases. At pH 3.0, the protein completely
dissociates into a monomeric form (Fig. 1, A and B). Judging
from the uniformity of the peak intensities and the large chemical shift dispersion of the 1H,15N HSQC spectrum of the protein at pH 3.0, we conclude that the monomeric form of DLC8b
is stably folded (Fig. 1B). We further noted that this pH-dependent dimer-to-monomer dissociation is not reversible as the
dimer peaks were never observed to reappear when the solution pH values were raised back to neutral. Fig. 2 summarizes
the backbone 13C␣ chemical shift differences between the dimer
and the monomer forms of DLC8b. It is clear that the amino
acid residues in the Arg60–His72 region of the protein show
large chemical shift differences between the two forms. The
rest of the protein displays relatively small chemical shift
changes when the protein dissociates from a dimer to two
monomers. The chemical shift data shown in Fig. 2 indicate
that the Arg60–His72 region of DLC8b undergoes major conformational changes when the protein dissociates into the monomeric form. The rest of the protein shares the similar structure
in both the dimer and the monomer forms. Since the amino acid
residues that undergo prominent chemical changes (thus, the
conformational changes) upon dimer dissociation are in the
␤2-strand of the DLC8b dimer and the ␤2-strand of DLC8b (as
in DLC8a) is known to be responsible for target binding in its
dimer form, we sought to determine whether the DLC8b monomer retains its target binding capacity.
To investigate this point, we titrated the 15N-labled DLC8b
monomer (pH 3.0) with several DLC8 dimer-binding peptides.
A 1H,15N HSQC spectrum was recorded for each peptide/
DLC8b mixture. The peptides that we used include the DLC8binding motif of dynein intermediate chain, DLC8-binding domain of Bim, and the DLC8-binding peptide of neuronal nitricoxide synthase (13, 21). All of these peptides were shown to
bind to the DLC8b dimer in a fashion similar to that previously
reported for the DLC8a dimer (data not shown). In contrast,
none of these peptides were able to interact with the DLC8b
monomer based on our NMR experiment as the HSQC spectrum of the DLC8b monomer showed no observable chemical
shift changes upon the addition of these peptides (data not
shown).
Overall Structure of the DLC8b Monomer—To obtain a definitive picture of the conformational changes of DLC8b upon
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interaction between DLC8 and Swallow destroys the asymmetric distribution of Swallow (16). DLC8 functions as a regulator
of apoptosis by sequestering the proapoptotic proteins Bim and
Bmf on cytoskeletal structures via dynein and myosin V complexes (14, 15).
Mammalian cells contain two 8-kDa light chains, and these
two light chains are encoded by two different genes (17, 24).
However, the two gene products share extremely high sequence
identity (83 of a total of 89 residues are identical). Among six
different amino acid residues, only three are not homologous
replacement. The three non-homologous residues are located in
the unstructured N terminus (residue 2) and solvent-exposed
␣-helices (residues 21 and 41). Both of the light chains appear
to be able to interact with dynein and myosin V motors as well
as known DLC8-binding proteins. The functional significance
of having the two light chains is still unknown. For nomenclature consistency, DLC8 (also called PIN, DLC1, and LC1) is
named as DLC8a, and the other light chain (also called LC2) is
referred as DLC8b throughout this study. We use DLC8 to
refer to both light chains.
In this work, we studied the pH-dependent dimer-monomer
equilibrium of DLC8b. The structure of DLC8b in its monomeric form was determined by NMR spectroscopy. We further
addressed structural and functional basis of the three-dimensional domain swapping-mediated DLC8 dimer assembly. We
chose to use DLC8b, instead of DLC8a, as the monomeric form
of DLC8b is more stable and amenable for detailed NMR structural characterization.

DLC8 Dimer-Monomer Equilibrium
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FIG. 2. Plot of the 13C␣ chemical shift differences as a function of amino acid residue number of DLC8b at pH 7.0 and 3.0. The 13C␣
chemical shift differences were expressed as the absolute value for each amino acid residue. The secondary structure of DLC8b in its dimer form
is shown at the top of the figure. The ␤2-strand is drawn as a dashed arrow to highlight the conformational differences of this region at the two
pH values.

the dimer dissociation, we decided to determine the threedimensional structure of DLC8b monomer at pH 3.0 using
standard multidimensional NMR spectroscopic techniques. We
chose DLC8b, instead of DLC8a, due to the superb stability of
DLC8b monomer (pH 3.0) at concentrations suitable for NMR
structural determination. At pH 3.0, DLC8a does not completely dissociate into monomer. Further decreases in solution
pH lead to partial denaturation and precipitation of DLC8a
(data not shown). A total of 1,852 experimental restraints were
used to calculate the solution structure of the DLC8b monomer
(Table I). Fig. 3A shows the superposition of the final 20 simulated annealing structures of DLC8b, and Fig. 3B shows a

ribbon diagram representation of the DLC8b monomer. For the
convenience of structural comparison, we use the same nomenclature for the secondary structure elements of the DLC8b
monomer as that used for the DLC8a dimer (20). Except for the
N-terminal four residues and the amino acids 61–71 (the ␤2strand and the ␤2/␤3-loop in the DLC8 dimer), the structure of
the rest of DLC8b monomer is well defined (Fig. 3A). The
DLC8b monomer contains two ␣-helices (␣1 and ␣2) and four
␤-strands (␤0, ␤1, ␤3, and ␤4). The four ␤-strands forms an
antiparallel ␤-sheet with a topology of ␤0-␤3-␤4-␤1. The
␤-sheet is sandwiched on one side by the two ␣-helices and on
the other by a loop-like structure connecting ␤1 and ␤3 (see
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FIG. 1. pH-dependent dimer-monomer equilibrium of DLC8b. A, analytical gel filtration chromatography elution profiles of DLC8b and
DLC8bInsSG at pH 7.0 and 3.0. The elution curves of DLC8b at pH 7.0 and 3.0 are shown in green and black, respectively. The elution profiles
of DLC8bInsSG at pH 7.0 and 3.0 are in blue and red, respectively. The elution times of the protein markers used to calibrate the gel filtration
column are labeled at the top of the figure. B, superposition of the 1H,15N HSQC spectra of 15N-labeled DLC8b at pH 7.0 (red) and 3.0 (blue). The
assignments of selected amino acid residues of the protein at both pH values are labeled.
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TABLE I
Structural statistics for the family of 20 structures of the DLC8b and DLC8bInsSG monomer
None of the structures exhibits distance violations greater than 0.3 Å or dihedral angle violations greater than 4°.
DLC8b

DLC8bInsSG

621
393
270
428
66
1778

290
370
223
178
66
1129

37
37
74

37
37
74

0.012 ⫾ 0.001
0.021 ⫾ 0.018

0.022 ⫾ 0.001
0.116 ⫾ 0.054

0.002 ⫾ 0.000
0.380 ⫾ 0.015
0.281 ⫾ 0.018

0.003 ⫾ 0.000
0.435 ⫾ 0.010
0.337 ⫾ 0.014

19.25 ⫾ 2.62
0.00 ⫾ 0.00
⫺194.89 ⫾ 14.37

41.19 ⫾ 2.97
0.07 ⫾ 0.07
⫺124.79 ⫾ 22.63

82.0
16.0
2.0
0

78.8
15.4
3.8
1.9

0.46
1.12

0.51
1.12

a
The final values of the square-well NOE and dihedral angle potentials were calculated with force constants of 50 kcal mol⫺1 Å⫺2 and 200 kcal
mol⫺1 radian⫺2, respectively.
b
The precision of the atomic coordinates is defined as the average r.m.s. difference between the 20 final structures and the mean coordinates
of the protein.

below for more details). The DLC8b monomer adopts a globular
overall structure in solution. Except for the loop connecting the
␤1- and ␤3-strands, the rest of the DLC8b monomer has a
conformation remarkably similar to the corresponding segments in the dimer form of DLC8a (Fig. 3), a result that is
entirely consistent with the chemical shift perturbation data
shown in Fig. 2 and earlier CD and fluorescence studies (40).
Structural comparison between the DLC8b monomer and a
subunit of the DLC8a dimer using the two helices and the four
␤-strands (␤0, ␤1, ␤3, and ␤4) gives rise to an r.m.s. deviation
value of 1.38 Å (Fig. 3C).
Conformational Changes Accompanying Dimer Dissociation—The largest conformational changes that occur in DLC8b
upon dimer dissociation are found in the ␤2-strand. In the
dimer, the ␤2-strand crosses over to the neighboring subunit
and forms an antiparallel ␤-sheet with the ␤1-strand within
that subunit (19, 20). The corresponding amino acid residues in
the DLC8b monomer do not form a stable regular secondary
structure, although the whole segment protrudes from the
main antiparallel ␤-sheet. We refer to this segment of the
DLC8b monomer as the ␤2-loop for convenience and nomenclature consistency. NOE connectivities of the backbones of the
␤2-loop residues showed characteristics of a nascent ␣-helical
structure (i.e. continuous medium-to-strong backbone dNN and
weak d␣N(i, i ⫹ 3) NOEs connectivities, data not shown). The
chemical shift index data also show that the C␣/C␤ chemical
shifts of the residues in the ␤2-loop systematically shift toward
an ␣-helical conformation, although the scale of the shift is
considerably smaller than that of a stable ␣-helix such as ␣1 or
␣2 (Fig. 4).
In addition to the ␤2-loop, the amino acid residues at the end
of the ␤1-strand and the ␤1/␤2 linker also undergo significant
conformational changes. Specifically the ␤1-strand is one resi-

due shorter than that in the dimer. The shortening of the
␤1-strand appears to be essential for the ␤2-loop to form a
relatively loose, nascent ␣-helix structure (instead of extended
␤-strand structure in the dimer) (19, 20). The packing of the
␤2-loop with the ␤1- and ␤3-strands is largely mediated by
hydrophobic interactions. The formation of a nascent ␣-helical
structure of the ␤2-loop appears to be essential for the stabilization of the monomer. This is because the hydrophobic face of
the “helix” covers part of the otherwise solvent-exposed hydrophobic interface in the dimer, and the hydrophilic face of the
helix is exposed to the solvent (Fig. 5A). It is worth noting that
the unique non-prolyl cis-peptide bond between Pro52 and
Thr53 at the ␣2/␤1 link remains in the DLC8b monomer (20,
26). The side chain of Trp54 was suggested to play a critical role
in stabilizing the non-prolyl cis-peptide bond in the DLC8a
dimer (26). The indole ring of Trp54 in the DLC8b monomer
occupies a position nearly identical to that seen in the DLC8a
dimer (Fig. 3C), which explains the retention of the cis-peptide
bond in the DLC8b monomer.
The ␤2-strand-mediated DLC8 Dimer Assembly—We next
investigated the structural requirements of the ␤2-strand-mediated DLC8 dimer assembly and the role of the ␤2-strand
swapping in the target binding of the protein. The ␤1- and
␤2-strands in the DLC8 dimer are linked by single amino acid
residue Asn61 (19, 20). In this respect, we wondered whether
the tight ␤1/␤2 linker might be responsible for forcing the
␤2-strand to cross over to the neighboring subunit to pair with
its ␤1-strand. In the monomer, the ␤1/␤2 linker is too short to
allow the ␤2-strand to swing back to form an antiparallel
␤-sheet with the ␤1-strand. To test this hypothesis, we created
two DLC8b mutants by inserting one (Ser) or two (Ser-Gly)
flexible amino acid residues between Arg60 and Asn61. Both
mutants with the lengthened ␤1/␤2 linker can be expressed in
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Distance restraints
Intraresidue (i ⫺ j ⫽ 0)
Sequential ( i ⫺ j ⫽ 1)
Medium range (2 ⬍ i ⫺ j ⬍ 4)
Long range ( i ⫺ j ⬎ 5)
Hydrogen bonds
Total
Dihedral angle restraints
⌽
⌿
Total
Mean r.m.s. deviations from the experimental restraints
Distance (Å)
Dihedral angle (Å)
Mean r.m.s. deviations from idealized covalent geometry
Bond (Å)
Angle (Å)
Improper (Å)
Mean energies (kcal mol⫺1)
ENOEa
Ecdiha
EL ⫺ J
Ramachandran plot, secondary structure
Percentage of residues in the most favored regions
Percentage of residues in additional allowed regions
Percentage of residues in generously allowed regions
Percentage of residues in disallowed regions
Atomic r.m.s. differences (Å)b, secondary structure
Backbone heavy atoms (N, C␣, and C⬘)
Heavy atoms
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and purified from bacterial cells in large quantities. The elution
profiles obtained from analytical gel filtration chromatography
showed that both mutants displayed pH-dependent elution
volume changes (Fig. 1A). The mutant with the “Ser-Gly” insertion into the ␤1/␤2 linker (termed as “DLC8bInsSG”)
showed significant elution volume as well as peak shape
changes at pH 7.0 when compared with the wild type protein
(Fig. 1A). Both the increased elution volume and broadened
elution peak suggests that the mutation leads to an equilibrium between multiple conformers. At pH 3.0, the mutant was
eluted as a monomer indistinguishable from that of the wild
type protein. We further tested the target binding ability of this
DLC8b mutant using pull-down assays. We found that
DLC8bInsSG was unable to bind to various classes of DLC8
targets at both pH 7.5 and 3.0 (Fig. 6).
We next performed a detailed structural characterization of
DLC8bInsSG since this mutant was completely lacking target
binding capabilities at both pH 7.5 and 3.0. The number of
peaks in the 1H,15N HSQC spectrum of the mutant at pH 7.0 is

significantly larger than a single set of resonances seen in the
wild type protein (87 observable backbone amide resonances,
Fig. 1B), consistent with the gel filtration observation that the
mutant is not a pure dimer at neutral pH. Upon gradual decreasing of the sample pH values, one set of peaks (Fig. 7, red
peaks) experienced little chemical shift changes, and another
set of resonances showed pH-dependent intensity decrease and
eventual disappearance (Fig. 7, green peaks). At pH 3.0, we
observed a single set of backbone amide resonances in the
HSQC spectrum of the mutant, corresponding to the monomer
conformation of the protein (Fig. 7, red peaks). At pH 8.5, the
resonances corresponding to the monomer form of the protein
almost completely disappeared, and the other set of the peaks
dominated the spectrum (data not shown). We attribute the
remaining set of the resonances to the dimer form of the protein
as the gel filtration experiment showed that the protein has a
molecular mass between dimer and monomer at pH 7.0 (Fig.
1A). Taken together, the NMR-based pH titration experiment
showed that the DLC8bInsSG mutant establishes a dimer-
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FIG. 3. Three-dimensional structure of the DLC8b monomer. A, stereoview showing the best fit superposition of the backbone atoms (N,
C␣, and C⬘) of the final 20 structures of the DLC8b monomer. The structures are superimposed against the energy-minimized average structure
using the residues adopting regular secondary structures. The N and C termini of the protein are labeled. B, ribbon diagram representation of the
DLC8b monomer. The secondary structural elements of the protein are labeled as described previously for the dimeric protein (20). The molecule
is drawn at the same orientation as shown in A. C, comparison of the three-dimensional structure of the DLC8b monomer to that of one subunit
in the DLC8a dimer. The backbones of the secondary structured regions (␤0, ␤1, ␤3, ␤4, ␣1, and ␣2) of the DLC8b monomer (pale pink) and a
subunit of the DLC8a dimer (magenta) are superimposed to each other. The side chains of Trp54 and Tyr65 in the both structures are drawn using
explicit atom representations.
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FIG. 4. The secondary structure of the monomeric and dimeric
DLC8b. The figure shows combined C␣/C␤ chemical shift index plots of
the DLC8b dimer (A) and monomer (B). The combined secondary chemical shift (⌬ppm) for each residue is defined as ⌬ppm ⫽ (13C␣,exp ⫺
13
C␣,rc) ⫺ (13C␤,exp ⫺ 13C␤,rc) where 13C␣,exp and 13C␤,exp are experimental chemical shifts of 13C␣ and 13C␤, respectively, and 13C␣,rc and 13C␤,rc
are random coil chemical shifts for each residue. Each data point was
smoothened by averaging the secondary chemical shifts of one residue
immediately before and one residue after a given amino acid. The region
corresponding to the ␤2- and the ␤2/␤3-loop in each form is highlighted.
The secondary structure of the protein is also included at the top of the
figure. The data show remarkably similar secondary shift patterns
(except for the ␤2-strand and the ␤2/␤3-loop region) of the dimer and
monomer forms of DLC8.

monomer equilibrium at neutral pH, and such equilibrium is
pH-dependent.
When the pH of the DLC8bInsSG mutant was raised back
from 3.0 to 7.0, the HSQC spectrum of the protein reversed to
two sets of resonances corresponding to the monomer and
dimer forms of the protein (data not shown). This finding indicates that the dimer-monomer equilibrium of DLC8bInsSG is
reversible. This observation is in sharp contrast to that of the
wild type protein, which is unable to re-form dimer by raising
sample pH value. Hence we further conclude that the insertion
of extra amino acid residues in the tight ␤1/␤2 linker leads to a
much more stable form of the monomeric DLC8b.
Conformation of DLC8bInsSG Both in Its Dimer and Monomer Forms—It was unexpected by us that DLC8bInsSG was
unable to bind target proteins in neutral pH in the pull-down
assay (Fig. 6). We further confirmed this observation by titrating 15N-labeled DLC8bInsSG with a synthetic peptide comprising the DLC8-binding domain of the dynein intermediate chain
(20, 21). The HSQC spectra of 15N-labeled DLC8bInsSG at pH
7.0 in the presence and absence of the dynein intermediate

FIG. 6. The DLC8InsSG mutant lacks target binding capability. The figure shows the Coomassie Blue staining of SDS-polyacrylamide gel comparing target binding of DLC8b and DCL8bInsSG. The
two DLC8 targets used in this assay were GKAP (17) and c82 (21).
GKAP contains a “GIQV” DLC8-binding motif (20, 22), and c82 contains
a “(K/R)XTQT” DLC8-binding motif (21). The DLC8-binding targets
were fused to GST. Lanes 1 and 2, serving as control, show no nonspecific interaction between GST and two DLC8 proteins. Lanes 3 and 4
compare the interaction of GST-GKAP with the wild type (Lane 3) and
the mutant (Lane 4) DLC8b. Lanes 5 and 6 compare the interaction of
GST-c82 with the wild type (Lane 5) and the mutant (Lane 6) DLC8b.
wt, wild type.

chain peptide are essentially identical (data not shown), further supporting that the mutant protein is unable to bind to
target proteins in its dimer form. To understand the structural
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FIG. 5. Surface representation of the DLC8b monomer (A) and
a subunit of the DLC8a dimer (B). The hydrophobic amino acid
residues are shown in yellow, the positively charged residues are in
blue, the negatively charged residues are in red, and the uncharged
polar residues are in gray. The worm models shown at the right of each
surface structure are used to indicate the orientations of the protein
molecules.
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origin of the mutation-induced target binding disruption, we
compared the 1H,15N HSQC spectrum of the DLC8bInsSG (recorded at pH 7.0) with the HSQC spectrum of the wild type
DLC8b dimer (recorded at pH 7.0) (Fig. 8A). In comparing the
two spectra, it is evident that major differences exist, indicating major conformational changes in the mutant protein. Since
the chemical shift assignment of the wild type DLC8b is available and the peaks corresponding to the dimer form of
DLC8bInsSG are also known (by removing the assigned monomer peaks), we were able to obtain mutation-induced conformational changes of the DLC8b dimer using the minimal chemical shift perturbation method (Fig. 8B and Ref. 41). The amino
acid residues at the end of ␤1-strand, ␤1/␤2 linker, and ␤2-loop
of the mutant protein undergo the largest chemical shift
changes. It is likely that the loss of target peptide binding is
accompanied by the large conformational changes seen in the
␤2-strand of the mutant dimer as ␤2 acts as the receiving
␤-strand when the wild type DLC8 binds to its targets (19, 20).
Our data further indicate that dimerization of the mutant is
insufficient for the binding to its targets.
To understand the structural basis of the mutation-induced
stabilization of the monomeric conformation, we determined
the solution structure of DLC8bInsSG at pH 3.0 by NMR spectroscopy. The chemical shift assignment of the mutant at pH
3.0 (except the ␤1/␤2 linker and the ␤2-loop region) could be
largely transferred from that of the wild type protein at the
same pH since very little chemical shift differences were observed between the two proteins (data not shown). The transferred chemical shift assignments were further confirmed by a
three-dimensional 15N NOESY spectrum. The chemical shifts
of the residues in the ␤1/␤2 linker and the ␤2-loop were then
assigned by the three-dimensional 15N NOESY spectrum. The
structure of the mutant at pH 3.0 was determined by a total of
1,060 NOE restraints from a three-dimensional 15N NOESY
experiment, 66 hydrogen bonds, and 74 dihedral angle restraints. Due to the relatively low number of experimental
restraints, the structure of the DLC8bInsSG monomer was
determined at a medium precision (Fig. 9). Nevertheless the
structure allowed us to observe mutation-induced conforma-

tional changes of the DLC8bInsSG monomer. Except for the
regions at the end of ␤1 and the ␤1/␤2 linker, the structure of
the DLC8bInsSG monomer is essentially identical to that of the
DLC8b monomer (Fig. 9B). Insertion of two residues in the
␤1/␤2 linker appears to release the tight restraint in the wild
type protein. The ␤1-strand of the mutant extends one residue
further and has the same length as the ␤1-strand in the dimer
of the wild type protein. In addition, the mutation causes the
␤2-loop to become a more stable ␣-helix. It is likely that the
more stable conformation of the DLC8bInsSG monomer is afforded by the energetic gains realized through the conformational stabilization in the above two regions.
DISCUSSION

The Domain-swapped Dimer Is Required for DLC8 to Bind to
Its Targets—It is well established that the functional unit of
DLC8 is in its dimer form (10, 19, 20). The ␤2-strand in each
subunit swaps with each other to form a domain-swapped
dimer assembly. In addition to the intersubunit backbone hydrogen bonds between the ␤1-strand and the swapped ␤2strand, the dimer interface also involves extensive hydrophobic
interactions formed between the two ␤-sheets. At neutral pH,
DLC8 adopts a stable dimer conformation (19, 20, 40, 42).
However, DLC8 gradually dissociates into a monomer upon
lowering the pH value of the protein solution (Ref. 40 and this
study). The high energy barrier between the ␤2-loop conformation in the monomer and the ␤2-strand structure in the dimer
might be responsible for the irreversible pH-dependent dimerto-monomer dissociation of DLC8. However, we do not have
definitive experimental evidence to prove this hypothesis at
this stage. Earlier circular dichroism and current NMR studies
showed that the protein adopts a stably folded monomer at pH
3.0 (40). The dimer-to-monomer transition is accompanied by
significant conformational changes of the protein. Specifically
the ␤2-strand seen in the dimer form of the protein no longer
adopts a ␤-strand structure in its monomer form. Instead it
becomes a nascent ␣-helix structure. Such a conformational
change appears to be necessary for the stable folding of DLC8
monomer in solution. Protein binding experiments using NMR
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FIG. 7. Dimer-monomer equilibrium of the DLC8bInsSG mutant. The figure shows a superposition plot of the 1H,15N HSQC spectra of
N-labeled DLC8bInsSG at pH 7.0 (green) and pH 3.0 (red). The assignments of selected amino acid residues for the monomeric DLC8bInsSG are
labeled. For clarity, only a selected region of each spectrum is plotted.
15
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FIG. 9. Three-dimensional structure of the DLC8bInsSG monomer. A, stereoview showing the best fit superposition of the backbone atoms
(N, C␣, and C⬘) of the final 20 structures of the DLC8bInsSG monomer. The structures are superimposed against the averaged structure using the
secondary structured regions. B, ribbon diagram representation of the DLC8bInsSG monomer. The inserted residues in the ␤1/␤2-loop are
highlighted using red color. The secondary structure of the protein is also labeled.

and biochemical approaches showed that the monomeric form
of DLC8 cannot interact with its target proteins. The structure
of DLC8b monomer solved in this work provides a clear explanation for the functional loss that occurs as a result of protein
dissociation. Each peptide-binding channel in the DLC8 dimer
is formed by ␤0, ␤2, and ␤3 of one subunit and the ␣2-helix of
the other subunit. The ␤2-strand at the base of each targetbinding channel acts as the receiving ␤-strand to form antiparallel ␤-sheet with target peptides (19, 20). The melting of
the ␤2-strand as well as the departure of the ␣2-helix from the
neighboring subunit that occurs upon dimer dissociation would
certainly destroy the target-binding channel of the protein
(Fig. 3).
We originally hypothesized that the melting of the ␤2-strand

upon the dissociation of the dimer might result from the conformational restraint of the short ␤1/␤2-loop. If this hypothesis
were true, insertion of flexible amino acid residues in this
region (e.g. Gly and Ser used in this study) would be expected
to alleviate the conformational restraint of the loop. Moreover
the resultant mutant monomer might be predicted to adopt a
conformation similar to that seen in the wild type dimer with
the exception that the ␤2-strand might fold back to form antiparallel ␤-sheet with the ␤1-strand within the same subunit
(i.e. a closed monomer conformation). Our data showed that the
insertion mutation indeed stabilized the monomer conformation. As a matter of fact, we can detect a high population of the
monomer even at neutral pH (Fig. 7). In contrast to our original
expectation, DLC8bInsSG adopts a conformation very similar
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FIG. 8. The DLC8bInsSG dimer adopts a conformation different from that of the wild type DLC8b dimer. A, superposition of the
H,15N HSQC spectra of 15N-labeled DLC8b (red) and DLC8bInsSG (green) at pH 7.0. At this pH, the wild type DLC8b exists as pure dimer, and
DLC8bInsSG exists as dimer-monomer equilibrium. The peaks corresponding to the monomeric protein can be assigned by referring to the HSQC
spectrum of the protein at pH 3.0. B, the combined 1H and 15N chemical shift differences as a function of amino acid residue between the DLC8b
dimer and the DLC8bInsSG dimer using the minimal shift perturbation approach. The combined shift difference of each residue is defined as
⌬ppm ⫽ 公(⌬␦HN)2 ⫹ (⌬␦N ⫻ ␣N)2 . The scaling factor (␣N) used to normalize the 1H and 15N chemical shifts is 0.17. The set of the peaks
corresponding to the monomeric DLC8bInsSG was removed in the process of computing the minimal chemical shift change for each residue. The
secondary structure of the DLC8 dimer is included at the top of the figure.
1
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to the wild type monomer with the ␤2-loop protruding out of the
main ␤-sheet (Fig. 9). Consistent with this structural finding,
the mutant monomer was unable to bind to target proteins.
To our surprise, the insertion mutant in its dimer form was
also unable to bind target proteins (Fig. 6). NMR studies
showed that the amino acid residues at the end of ␤1-strand,
␤1/␤2 linker, and ␤2-loop (the ␤2-strand in the wild type dimer)
adopt a very different conformation in the mutant dimer with
respect to the wild type dimer. Due to the dimer-monomer
equilibrium at neutral pH, we were unable to obtain a detailed
picture of the dimer structure of the mutant. Nevertheless we
predict that the ␤2-loop is not likely going to form a ␤-strand
structure in the mutant dimer, and therefore the mutant dimer
is formed without undergoing the ␤2-mediated domain swapping observed in the wild type dimer. This prediction is primarily based on the large chemical shift differences between
the mutant and the wild type protein in the regions of the
␤2-strand and the ␤1/␤2-loop. The definitive answer to this
point requires the three-dimensional structure of the mutant
dimer. Taken together, the experimental evidence suggests
that the domain swapping-mediated dimer assembly is a mandatory requirement for the biological function of DLC8. Any
change leading to the alteration of the domain swapping and
dimer assembly in the native protein is likely to have a disastrous functional impact on the protein. Consistent with this
prediction is the fact that the amino acid sequences of DLC8
orthologs in the ␤1 and ␤2 regions are almost completely conserved throughout evolution.
The Non-classical Domain Swapping in DLC8 —In the classical definition of three-dimensional domain swapping, a protein is considered to be assembled via bona fide domain swapping as long as both the domain-swapped dimer and monomer
conformations are stable, and the monomer has a closed conformation (for reviews, see Refs. 43– 45). In this sense, the
assembly of the DLC8 dimer can be considered as a case of
three-dimensional domain swapping. However, the structure of
the DLC8b monomer deviates from the conventional closed
conformation. If the DLC8 monomer were to adopt a bona fide
closed conformation, the ␤2-loop should fold back to form antiparallel ␤-sheet with ␤1 within the same subunit (as the ␤2strand from another subunit does in the dimer). Instead the
␤2-loop adopts a nascent ␣-helix structure that protrudes from
the main ␤-sheet (i.e. a distorted “open” conformation) in the
monomer (Fig. 3). Furthermore the DLC8 dimer assembly is
unusual in the context of three-dimensional domain swapping
given that the overwhelming majority of domain swappings
occur either at the N or the C termini of proteins (43– 45). The
region responsible for the domain swapping in DLC8 is located
near the center of the protein (the ␤2-strand). Thus, the DLC8
dimer should be classified as a non-conventional case of threedimensional domain swapping.
In summary, we characterized the pH-dependent dimermonomer equilibrium of DLC8 in great detail. The structure of
the monomeric DLC8b shows a clever solution for the stable
folding of the protein by adjusting the conformation of the
orphan ␤2-strand resulting from dimer dissociation. Structural
and biochemical studies showed that the ␤2-strand-mediated
domain swapping and dimer assembly are obligatory for the
function of the protein. The tight ␤1/␤2 linker plays an important role for the proper dimer assembly of the DLC8.
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